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The Energy and Homeowner Support Team are working in partnership with the West Yorkshire Fire Service

and Groundwork Green Doctors on an exciting new project.  The Big Heater Amnesty Project will target

vulnerable households that are using portable heaters.  The use of these has increased especially during the

pandemic and there has been a worrying increase in the number of fire related fatalities involving portable

heaters.  
 

The project will give a free swap to a portable oil filled heater to qualifying vulnerable households.  As part of

the project, residents will be referred to the Money Smart project as part of understanding why they are using

portable heaters.  Help with their finances/energy or other debt will be given, plus linking to energy projects to

give whole house heating systems and get them off portable heating permanently if at all possible. In

addition, a Safe and Well visit from the Fire Service will be arranged to give advice on staying safe at home.   

Big Heater Amnesty ProjectBig Heater Amnesty Project

A new social media campaign is now live aimed at giving help to those who are struggling in the post-

Christmas period.  January is generally a difficult month as Christmas is over, dark days, cold weather plus

bills come in showing what we spent (or overspent) at Christmas.  It's no wonder that the 3rd Monday in the

month has been called the most "depressing" day of the year.  And that's even before factoring in the current

Lockdown.
  

A large range of social media posts continue to provide reassuring messages that residents are not alone plus

signposting them to available help if they are worrying about money, debt or their mental health, especially

during this latest pandemic lockdown.

BeatingBeatingBeating      MondayMondayMondayBlueBlueBlue   

The Groundwork Green Doctors will deliver the new heaters and take

the old heaters away.  They will also give wider energy advice, help

residents to switch energy suppliers and get them onto the best

possible energy tariffs, as well as helping them with soft measures

e.g. energy saving light bulbs.  The project funding will initially help

40-60 households.

http://www.facebook.com/wakefieldenergy


The Energy Team will be using this week to raise

awareness of how residents can cut their fuel bills,

be more energy efficient, save money, switch energy

supplier or tariff, access discounts and tap into local

energy projects to keep them warm at home. 
 

During Big Energy Week, social media posts will

promote where to get help and showcase energy

related local help to maximise the impact. We will

also be promoting partner projects such as the Local

Energy Awareness Project (LEAP), which is run

through Groundwork, who can also help households

with “soft measures” such as energy saving

lightbulbs and power down switches.

Big Energy Week - 18 to 24 JanuaryBig Energy Week - 18 to 24 January
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Wakefield

Boiler Scheme

Following approval of The Big Boiler Scheme (BBS) a press release and social media launch started in

December 2020.  This has resulted in a huge response from residents in Wakefield with more than 250 calls

and e mails asking for information.  We now have 120 households who have pre-registered interest in the

project.  Work is now ongoing to process their applications in advance of contractors appointed through the

Better Homes Yorkshire framework starting work.  The first installations should begin in February so that

residents can benefit immediately from the improvements to their homes, making them warmer and cutting

their energy costs.  

 

"A special thank you for the empathy and continued

support you’ve given me and my family from the start

of lockdown... Without the understanding, support

and care I would have lost my business, our home

and my son would have suffered greatly. This help

will never be forgotten.  Thanks will never be enough" 

"Today really sunk in as to how glad I am that I have

my gas central heating. Was not feeling at all well. In

the past I would have had to drag myself out of bed

on a regular basis to keep my fire going. Now, there

is no need. And I also don't need to go outside to get

firewood.  I am eternally grateful for all the time and

effort you spent sorting this all out.  It has been so

wonderful to have heating once again." 

A client offered a big thank you - we got everything

sorted out within a week and our hard work and help

was really appreciated by the resident.
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Over the life of the project, which will run until the end of March 2022 (or until the

funding runs out) it is hoped to help at least 145 households to upgrade their broken,

faulty and inefficient boilers and heating by accessing grant support of up to £5,000.

Compliments and thank you'sCompliments and thank you's
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